PARTICIPANT RELEASE
FOR A MINOR
Participant Release for a Minor Agreement dated___________ 20 ________, between Regent University (REGENT)
and___________________________________ (PARTICIPANT).
REGENT AND PARTICIPANT AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1. PARTICIPANT assigns to REGENT the right to record PARTICIPANT’S voice and likeness for use in a media
production (“Production”) that is tentatively titled ___________________ to be recorded (date)
_________________________________.
2. In assigning the rights in this Agreement PARTICIPANT grants to REGENT and its successors, assigns, and licensees the
full and irrevocable right to produce, copy, distribute, exhibit or transmit PARTICIPANTS voice and likeness in
connection with the Production by means of broadcast or cablecast videotape, film, audiotape or any similar or dissimilar
electronic or mechanical method.
3. PARTICIPANT acknowledges that any picture or recording taken of PARTICIPANT under the terms of this Agreement
becomes the sole and exclusive property of REGENT in perpetuity. The PARTICIPANT and PARTICIPANT’S heirs and
assigns have no right to bring legal action against REGENT for any use of the pictures or recordings. regardless of
whether the use is claimed to be defamatory or censorable in nature.
4. PARTICIPANT further acknowledges that REGENT has the right to use PARTICIPANT’S name, portrait, voice or
biographical information to promote or publicize the Production, and to authorize others to do the same. However,
nothing requires REGENT to use PARTICIPANTS name, voice or likeness in any of the manners described or to exercise
any of the rights in this Agreement.
5. PARTICIPANT warrants that PARTICIPANT is free to enter into this Agreement. and that this Agreement does not
conflict with any existing contacts or agreements to which PARTICIPANT is a party. PARTICIPANT agrees to hold
REGENT and any third parties harmless from and against any and all claims, liabilities, losses or damages that may arise
from the use of PARTICIPANTS voice or image in the Production.
6. PARTICIPANT acknowledges that PARTICIPANTS grant of rights in this Agreement is made in consideration of
REGENT having provided PARTICIPANT with the opportunity to participate in the Production and to support the
objectives of REGENT, and for other good and valuable consideration.
7. This Agreement is not valid or binding upon REGENT until signed by the Instructor for the class or Professor of Record.
I am the parent or legal guardian of the minor listed above. I consent to such minor entering into the Release. I agree that I
will be jointly and severally responsible for all obligations of such minor under this release. In addition, I agree that I will
indemnify and hold Regent University harmless from and against any claims asserted against it by such minor.

PARENT/GUARDIAN:

REGENT UNIVERSITY:

Signature _______________________________________

Signature _________________________________________

Name __________________________________________

Name ____________________________________________

Address ________________________________________

Address 1000 Regent University Dr, Virginia Beach, VA 23464 .

Date ___________________________________________

Date _____________________________________________

